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Abstract
Existential positive formulas form a fragment of first-order logic that
includes and is semantically equivalent to unions of conjunctive queries,
one of the most important and well-studied classes of queries in database
theory. We consider the complexity of counting the number of answers
to existential positive formulas on finite structures and give a trichotomy
theorem on query classes, in the setting of bounded arity. This theo-
rem generalizes and unifies several known results on the complexity of
conjunctive queries and unions of conjunctive queries.
1 Introduction
1.1 Background
The computational problem of evaluating a formula (of some logic) on a finite
relational structure is of central interest in database theory and logic. In the
context of database theory, this problem is often referred to as query evaluation,
as it models the posing of a query to a database, in a well-acknowledged way:
the formula is the query, and the structure represents the database. We will
refer to the results of such an evaluation as answers ; logically, these are the
satisfying assignments of the formula on the structure. The particular case
of this problem where the formula is a sentence is often referred to as model
checking, and even in just the case of first-order sentences, can capture a variety
of well-known decision problems from all throughout computer science [FG06].
In this article, we study the counting version of this problem, namely, given a
formula and a structure, output the number of answers (see for example [PS11,
GS14, DM13, CM14a] for previous studies). This problem of counting query
answers generalizes model checking, which can be viewed as the particular case
thereof where one is given a sentence and structure, and wants to decide if the
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number of answers is 1 or 0, corresponding to whether or not the empty assign-
ment is satisfying. In addition to the counting problem’s basic and fundamental
interest, it can be pointed out that all practical query languages supported by
database management systems have a counting operator. Indeed, it has been
argued that database queries with counting are at the basis of decision support
systems that handle large data volume [GS14].
As has been previously articulated, a typical situation in the database set-
ting is the evaluation of a relatively short formula on a relatively large struc-
ture. Consequently, it has been argued that, in measuring the time complexity
of query evaluation tasks, one could reasonably allow a slow (non-polynomial-
time) preprocessing of the formula, so long as the desired evaluation can be per-
formed in polynomial time following the preprocessing [PY99, FG06]. Relaxing
polynomial-time computation to allow arbitrary preprocessing of a parameter
of a problem instance yields, in essence, the notion of fixed-parameter tractabil-
ity. This notion of tractability is at the core of parameterized complexity theory,
which provides a taxonomy for classifying problems where each instance has an
associated parameter. We make use of this paradigm in this article; here, the
formula is the parameter.
1.2 Contribution
Existential positive queries are the first-order formulas built from the two binary
connectives (^,_) and existential quantification. They include and are seman-
tically equivalent to the so-called unions of conjunctive queries, also known as
select-project-join-union queries ; these have been argued to be the most com-
mon database queries [AHV95]. Indeed, each union of conjunctive queries can
be viewed as an existential positive query having a particular form, namely, a
disjunction of primitive positive formulas; recall that a primitive positive query
is an existential positive query that does not use disjunction.
We study the problem of counting query answers on existential positive
queries. An established way to understand which types of queries are compu-
tationally well-behaved and exhibit desirable, tractable behavior is to consider
this problem relative to a set of queries, and to attempt to understand on which
sets this problem is tractable. Precisely, each set Φ of existential positive queries
yields a restricted version of the general problem, namely: count the number of
answers of a given formula φ P Φ on a given finite structure B. We hence have
a family of problems, one problem for each such set Φ. Our study focuses on
formula sets that have bounded arity (by which is meant that there is a con-
stant that upper bounds the arity of all relation symbols used in formulas); let
us assume this property of all formula sets in this discussion.1
In this article, we prove a trichotomy theorem (Theorem 3.2) on the pa-
rameterized complexity of the discussed family of problems, which describes
the complexity of every such problem. In particular, our trichotomy theorem
1 Note that in the case of unbounded arity, complexity may depend on the choice of
representation of relations [CG10].
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shows that—in a sense made precise—each such problem is fixed-parameter
tractable, equivalent to the clique problem, or as hard as the counting clique
problem (which generalizes the clique problem). Note that the hypothesis that
the clique problem is not fixed-parameter tractable is an established one in pa-
rameterized complexity;2 under this hypothesis, our trichotomy theorem yields
a precise description of the problems (from those under consideration) that are
fixed-parameter tractable. Our trichotomy theorem is in fact derived by invok-
ing two theorems:
• A new theorem showing that, for each set of existential positive queries,
there exists a set of primitive positive queries such that the two sets exhibit
the same complexity behavior (see Theorem 3.1). This new theorem,
which we call the equivalence theorem, can be conceived of as the primary
technical contribution of this article.
• A previously presented trichotomy on primitive positive queries [CM14a,
CM15] (discussed in Section 2.4.)
1.3 Related work
The statement of our new trichotomy theorem generalizes, unifies, and strength-
ens a number of existing parameterized complexity classification results in the
literature, namely:
• The dichotomy for model checking primitive positive formulas [Gro07],
which built on a previous dichotomy [GSS01]; see also [CM14b].
• The dichotomy for model checking existential positive formulas [Che14a].
• The dichotomy for counting answers to quantifier-free primitive positive
formulas [DJ04] (phrased as the problem of counting homomorphisms be-
tween relational structures).
• The trichotomy for counting answers to primitive positive formulas [CM14a,
CM15], which trichotomy built on the previous work [DM13].
Let us emphasize that we only claim to generalize the parameterized complexity
versions of the presented results. In some of the above works, such as the
works [Gro07] and [DJ04], the problems that are classified as fixed-parameter
tractable are also polynomial-time tractable. We can further remark that there
are problems from the dichotomy theorem on model checking existential positive
formulas [Che14a] that are shown to be fixed-parameter tractable but also NP-
complete.
The techniques used to prove our equivalence theorem are algebraic and
combinatorial, and are quite different in nature from and contrast with those
used to prove the previous classifications, which were more graph-theoretic and
logical in flavor. Indeed, while the graph-theoretic measure of treewidth played
2It can be phrased in terms of complexity classes: FPT ‰ W[1].
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a key role in the statement and proof of the previous trichotomy as well as of
the previous dichotomies on primitive positive queries, it is not at all needed
to prove our equivalence theorem. To establish the equivalence theorem, we
make a key application of the inclusion-exclusion counting principle to trans-
late an existential positive formula to a finite set of primitive positive formulas
(see Section 5.3), which, in the setup considered by the article, is crucial to
handling and understanding disjunction. We believe that the developed theory
that supports said application should provide a valuable foundation for coping
with disjunction in logics that are more expressive than the one considered here.
2 Preliminaries
2.1 Basic definitions and notions
Note that ¨ is sometimes used for multiplication of real numbers.
Polynomials. We remind the reader of some basic facts about polynomials
which we will use throughout the paper. Here, a univariate polynomial p in a
variable x is a function ppxq “
řd
i“0 aix
i where d ě 0, each ai P R and ad ‰ 0,
or the zero polynomial ppxq “ 0. The ai are called coefficients of p. The degree
of a polynomial is defined as ´8 in the case of the zero polynomial, and as d
otherwise. Let px0, y0q, . . . , pxn, ynq be n` 1 pairs of real numbers. Then there
is a uniquely determined polynomial of degree at most n such that ppxiq “ yi
for each i; consequently, a polynomial p of degree n that has at least n`1 zeroes
(where a zero is a value x such that ppxq “ 0) is the zero polynomial. If all
xi and yi are rational numbers, then the coefficients ai of this polynomial are
rational numbers as well; moreover, the ai can be computed in polynomial time.
Logic. We assume basic familiarity with the syntax and semantics of first-
order logic. In this article, we focus on relational first-order logic where equality
is not built-in to the logic. Hence, each vocabulary/signature under discussion
consists only of relation symbols. We assume structures under discussion to
be finite (that is, have finite universe); nonetheless, we sometimes describe
structures as finite for emphasis. We assume that the relations of structures are
represented as lists of tuples. We use the letters A, B, . . . to denote structures,
and the corresponding letters A, B, . . . to denote their respective universes.
When τ is a signature, we use Iτ to denote the τ -structure with universe tau
and where each relation symbol R P τ has RI “ tpa, . . . , aqu. When A,B
are structures over the same signature τ , a homomorphism from A to B is a
mapping h : AÑ B such that, for each R P τ and each tuple pa1, . . . , akq P R
A,
it holds that phpa1q, . . . , hpakqq P R
B.
We use the term fo-formula to refer to a first-order formula. An ep-formula
(short for existential positive formula) is a fo-formula built from atoms (by
which we refer to predicate applications of the form Rpv1, . . . , vkq, where R is
a relation symbol and the vi are variables), conjunction (^), disjunction (_),
and existential quantification (D). A pp-formula (short for primitive positive
formula) is defined as an ep-formula where disjunction does not occur. An fo-
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formula is prenex if it has the form Q1v1 . . . Qnvnθ where θ is quantifier-free,
that is, if all quantifiers occur in the front of the formula. The set of free
variables of a formula φ is denoted by freepφq and is defined as usual; a formula
φ is a sentence if freepφq “ H.
We now present some definitions and conventions that are not totally stan-
dard. A primary concern in this article is in counting satisfying assignments of
fo-formulas on a finite structure. The count is sensitive to the set of variables
over which assignments are considered; and, we will sometimes (but not always)
want to count relative to a set of variables that is strictly larger than the set
of free variables. Hence, we will often associate with each fo-formula φ a set V
of variables called the liberal variables, denoted by libpφq, which is required to
be a superset of freepφq, that is, we require libpφq Ě freepφq. Note that libpφq
may contain variables that do not occur at all in atoms of φ. To indicate that
V is the set of liberal variables of φ, we often use the notation φpV q; we also
use φpv1, . . . , vnq, where the vi are a listing of the elements of V . Relative to
a formula φpV q, when B is a structure, we will use φpBq to denote the set of
assignments f : V Ñ B such that B, f |ù φ. We assume that, in each prenex
formula with liberal variables associated with it, no variable is both liberal and
quantified. We call an fo-formula φ free if freepφq ‰ H, and liberal if libpφq is
defined and libpφq ‰ H.
Example 2.1 Let us consider the formula φpx, y, zq “ Rpx, yq _ Spy, zq. As
indicated above, the notation φpx, y, zq is used to indicate that libpφq “ tx, y, zu.
As freepφq “ tx, y, zu, we have libpφq “ freepφq. Define ψpx, y, zq “ Rpx, yq and
ψ1px, y, zq “ Spy, zq. By the notation ψpx, y, zq, we indicate that libpψq “
tx, y, zu; likewise, it holds that libpψ1q “ tx, y, zu. Notice that freepψq “ tx, yu,
so we have that libpψq is a proper superset of freepψq; in fact, the variable
z P libpψq does not occur at all in an atom of ψ. Define also θpx, yq “ Rpx, yq;
by the notation θpx, yq, we indicate that libpθq “ tx, yu.
Observe that, for any structure B, we have φpBq “ ψpBqYψ1pBq (and hence
|φpBq| “ |ψpBq Y ψ1pBq|). Observe, however, that for any structure B where
θpBq is non-empty, it does not hold that φpBq “ θpBq Y ψ1pBq, since φpBq
contains only assignments defined on libpφq “ tx, y, zu, whereas θpBq contains
only assignments defined on libpθq “ tx, yu. l
pp-formulas. It is well-known [CM77] that there is a correspondence be-
tween prenex pp-formulas and relational structures. In particular, each prenex
pp-formula φpSq (on signature τ) with libpφq “ S may be viewed as a pair
pA, Sq consisting of a structure A (on τ) and a set S; the universe A of A is the
union of S with the variables appearing in φ, and the following condition defines
the relations of A: for each R P τ , a tuple pa1, . . . , akq P A
k is in RA if and only
if Rpa1, . . . , akq appears in φ. In the other direction, such a pair pA, Sq can be
viewed as a prenex pp-formula φpSq where all variables in AzS are quantified
and the atoms of φ are defined according to the above condition. A basic known
fact [CM77] that we will use is that when φpSq is a pp-formula corresponding to
the pair pA, Sq, B is an arbitrary structure, and f : S Ñ B is an arbitrary map,
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it holds that B, f |ù φpSq if and only if there is an extension f 1 of f that is a
homomorphism from A to B. We will freely interchange between the structure
view and the usual notion of a prenex pp-formula. For a pp-formula specified
as a pair pA, Sq, we typically assume that S Ď A.
Example 2.2 Consider the pp-formula φpx, x1, y, zq “ Dy1DuDvDwpEpx, x1q ^
Epy, y1q ^ F pu, vq ^Gpu,wqq. The notation φpx, x1, y, zq indicates that libpφq “
tx, x1, y, zu. Note that freepφq “ tx, x1, yu. To convert φ to a structure A, we
take the universe A of A to be the union of libpφq with all variables appearing in
φ, so A “ tx, x1, y, z, y1, u, v, wu. Then, we define the relations as just described
above, so EA “ tpx, x1q, py, y1qu, FA “ tpu, vqu, and GA “ tpu,wqu. The
resulting pair representation of φ is pA, tx, x1, y, zuq. l
Two structures are homomorphically equivalent if each has a homomorphism
to the other. A structure is a core if it is not homomorphically equivalent to a
proper substructure of itself. A structure B is a core of a structure A if B is
a substructure of A that is a core and is homomorphically equivalent to A. It
is known that all cores of a structure are isomorphic and hence one sometimes
speaks of the core of a structure.
For a prenex pp-formula pA, Sq on signature τ , we define its augmented
structure, denoted by augpA, Sq, to be the structure over the expanded vocabu-
lary τ YtRa | a P Su (understood to be a disjoint union) where R
augpA,Sq
a “ tau;
we define the core of the pp-formula pA, Sq to be the core of augpA, Sq.
The following fundamental facts on pp-formulas will be used throughout.
Theorem 2.3 (follows from [CM77]) Suppose that each of the pairs pA, V q,
pB, V q is a prenex pp-formula. The formula pB, V q logically entails the formula
pA, V q if and only if there exists a homomorphism from the structure augpA, V q
to the structure augpB, V q. The formulas pA, V q, pB, V q are logically equivalent
if and only if they have isomorphic cores, or equivalently, when augpA, V q and
augpB, V q are homomorphically equivalent.
ep-formulas. In order to discuss ep-formulas, we will employ the following
terminology. An ep-formula is disjunctive if it is the disjunction of prenex pp-
formulas; when φ is a disjunctive ep-formula with libpφq defined, we typically
assume that each of the pp-formulas ψ that appear as disjuncts of φ has libpψq
defined as libpφq. (In this way, for an arbitrary finite structure B, it holds
that |φpBq| “ |
Ť
ψ ψpBq|, where the union is over all such disjuncts ψ.) An ep-
formula is all-free if it is disjunctive and each pp-formula appearing as a disjunct
is free. An ep-formula φpSq is normalized if it is disjunctive and for each sentence
disjunct pA, Sq and any other disjunct pA1, Sq, there is no homomorphism from
augpA, Sq to augpA1, Sq (equivalently, there is no homomorphism from A to
A1). It is straightforward to verify that there is an algorithm that, given an
ep-formula, outputs a logically equivalent normalized ep-formula.
Graphs. To every prenex pp-formula pA, Sq we assign a graph whose vertex
set is A Y S and where two vertices are connected by an edge if they appear
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together in a tuple of a relation of A. A prenex pp-formula pA, Sq is called
connected if its graph is connected. A prenex pp-formula pA1, S1q is a component
of a prenex pp-formula pA, Sq over the same signature τ if there exists a set C
that forms a connected component of the graph of pA, Sq, where:
• S1 “ S X C.
• For each relation R P τ , a tuple pa1, . . . , akq is in R
A
1
if and only if
pa1, . . . , akq P R
A X Ck.
Note that when this holds, the graph of pA1, S1q is the connected component of
the graph of pA, Sq on vertices C. We will use the fact that, if φpV q is a prenex
pp-formula and φ1pV1q, . . . , φcpVcq is a list of its components, then for any finite
structure B, it holds that |φpBq| “
śc
i“1 |φipBq|.
Example 2.4 Let φ be the free prenex pp-formula from Example 2.2, and
let pA, Sq be the pair representation given there. The connected components
of the graph of pA, Sq are tx, x1u, ty, y1u, tzu, and tu, v, wu. There are thus
four components of the formula pA, Sq; they are pA1tx,x1u, tx, x
1uq, pA1ty,y1u, tyuq,
pA1tzu, tzuq, and pA
1
tu,v,wu,Hq (respectively), where each A
1
C is the structure A
1
defined above, with respect to the set C.
Written logically, these four components are ψ1px, x
1q “ Epx, x1q, ψ2pyq “
Dy1Epy, y1q, ψ3pzq “ J, and ψ4pHq “ DuDvDwpF pu, vq ^ Gpu,wqq, respectively.
Here, J denotes the empty conjunction (considered to be true). l
2.2 Counting complexity
Throughout, we use Σ to denote an alphabet over which strings are formed. All
problems to be considered are viewed as counting problems. So, a problem is a
mapping Q : Σ˚ Ñ N. We view decision problems as problems where, for each
x P Σ˚, it holds that Qpxq is equal to 0 or 1. A parameterization is a mapping
κ : Σ˚ Ñ Σ˚. A parameterized problem is a pair pQ, κq consisting of a problem
Q and a parameterization κ. Throughout, by πi we denote the operator that
projects a tuple onto its ith coordinate.
A partial function T : Σ˚ Ñ N is polynomial-multiplied with respect to a
parameterization κ if there exists a computable function f : Σ˚ Ñ N and a
polynomial p : N Ñ N such that, for each x P dompT q, it holds that T pxq ď
fpκpxqqpp|x|q.
We now give a definition of FPT-computability for partial mappings.
Definition 2.5 Let κ : Σ˚ Ñ Σ˚ be a parameterization. A partial mapping
r : Σ˚ Ñ Σ˚ is FPT-computable with respect to κ if there exist a polynomial-
multiplied function T : Σ˚ Ñ N (with respect to κ) with dompT q “ domprq and
an algorithm A such that, for each string x P domprq, the algorithm A computes
rpxq within time T pxq; when this holds, we also say that r is FPT-computable
with respect to κ via A.
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As is standard, we may and do freely interchange among elements of Σ˚,
Σ˚ ˆ Σ˚, and N. We define FPT to be the class that contains a parameterized
problem pQ, κq if and only if Q is FPT-computable with respect to κ.
We now introduce a notion of reduction for counting problems, which is a
form of Turing reduction. We use ℘finpAq to denote the set containing all finite
subsets of A.
Definition 2.6 A counting FPT-reduction from a parameterized problem pQ, κq
to another pQ1, κ1q consists of a computable function h : Σ˚ Ñ ℘finpΣ
˚q, and an
algorithm A such that:
• on an input x, A may make oracle queries of the form Q1pyq with κ1pyq P
hpκpxqq, and
• Q is FPT-computable with respect to κ via A.
We use Clique to denote the decision problem where pk,Gq is a yes-instance
when G is a graph that contains a clique of size k P N. By #Clique we denote
the problem of counting, given pk,Gq, the number of k-cliques in the graph
G. The parameterized versions of these problems, denoted by p-Clique and
p-#Clique, are defined via the parameterization π1pk,Gq “ k.
2.3 Counting case complexity
We employ the framework of case complexity to develop some of our complexity
results. We present the needed elements of this framework for counting prob-
lems. The definitions and results here are due to [CM14a, CM15], are based on
the theory of [Che14b], and are presented here for the sake of self-containment;
see those articles for further discussion and motivation of the framework.
The case complexity framework was developed to prove results on restricted
versions of parameterized problems where not all values of the parameter are
permitted. This type of restricted problem arises naturally in query answering
problems, where one often restricts the queries that are admissible, as is done
here (for other examples, see [DJ04, Gro07, Che14b]).
The case complexity framework provides a notion of case problem and a no-
tion of reduction between case problem. A case problem was originally [Che14b]
defined as a language Q of pairs (that is, a subset of Σ˚ ˆ Σ˚) where the first
element of each pair is ultimately viewed as the parameter, along with a set
S Ď Σ˚ restricting the permitted parameter values. In this article, as we are
dealing with counting complexity, in lieu of considering languages, we will con-
sider mappings Σ˚ ˆΣ˚ Ñ N. (Of course, a language of pairs can be naturally
viewed as such a mapping by taking its characteristic function.)
One benefit of the framework is that the notion of reduction does not rely
on any form of computability assumption on the sets S involved. Thus, in
comparing case problems using this notion of reduction, one does not need to
discuss the computability status of these sets S, even though in general, it is
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usual that authors ultimately assume some form of computability on these sets
(typically computable enumerability or computability).
Let us turn to the formal presentation of the framework. A case problem
consists of a problem Q : Σ˚ ˆ Σ˚ Ñ N and a subset S Ď Σ˚, and is denoted
QrSs. Note that, although a problem above is defined as a mapping from Σ˚
to N, here we work with a problem that is a mapping from Σ˚ ˆ Σ˚ to N; this
is natural in the current paper, where an input to the studied problem consists
of two parts, a formula and a structure. Note that a mapping Σ˚ ˆ Σ˚ Ñ N
can be naturally viewed as a mapping Σ˚ Ñ N, as there are natural and well-
known ways to encode the elements of Σ˚ ˆ Σ˚ as elements of Σ˚. For each
case problem QrSs, we define param-QrSs as the parameterized problem pP, π1q
where P ps, xq is defined as equal to Qps, xq if s P S, and as 0 otherwise.
We have the following reduction notion for case problems.
Definition 2.7 A counting slice reduction from a case problem QrSs to a sec-
ond case problem Q1rS1s consists of
• a computably enumerable language U Ď Σ˚ ˆ ℘finpΣ
˚q, and
• a partial function r : Σ˚ ˆ ℘finpΣ
˚q ˆ Σ˚ Ñ Σ˚ that has domain U ˆ Σ˚
and is FPT-computable with respect to pπ1, π2q via an algorithm A that,
on input ps, T, yq, may make queries of the form Q1pt, zq where t P T ,
such that the following conditions hold:
• (coverage) for each s P S, there exists T Ď S1 such that ps, T q P U , and
• (correctness) for each ps, T q P U , it holds (for each y P Σ˚) that Qps, yq “
rps, T, yq.
Let us provide some intuition for this definition. Here, when discussing an
instance ps, yq of a case problem, we refer to the first part s as the parameter.
The role of U is to provide all pairs ps, T q such that instances (of the first
problem) with parameter s can be reduced to instances (of the second problem)
whose parameters lie in T . Correspondingly, the coverage condition posits that
each s P S is covered by the second set S1 in the sense that there exists a
pair ps, T q P U with T Ď S1. The partial function r is the actual reduction;
given a pair ps, T q P U along with a string y, it computes the value Qps, yq—
this is what the correctness condition asserts. As here in this article we are
dealing with counting complexity, we permit a form of Turing reduction; so, the
algorithm A of the partial function r, upon being given a triple ps, T, yq, may
make (possibly multiple) queries to the second problem, so long as the queries
are about instances whose parameter falls into T .
We have the following key property of counting slice reducibility.
Theorem 2.8 [CM14a] Counting slice reducibility is transitive.
The following theorem shows that, from a counting slice reduction, one can
obtain complexity results for the corresponding parameterized problems.
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Theorem 2.9 [CM14a] Let QrSs and Q1rS1s be case problems. Suppose that
QrSs counting slice reduces to Q1rS1s, and that both S and S1 are computable.
Then param-QrSs counting FPT-reduces to param-Q1rS1s.
2.4 Classification of pp-formulas
We present the complexity classification of pp-formulas previously presented
in [CM14a, CM15]. The following definitions are adapted from that article. Let
pA, Sq be a prenex pp-formula, let D be the core thereof, and let G “ pD,Eq be
the graph of D. An D-component of pA, Sq is a graph of the form GrV 1s where
there exists V Ď D that is the vertex set of a component of GrDzSs and V 1 is
the union of V with all vertices in S having an edge to V . Define contractpA, Sq
to be the graph on vertex set S obtained by starting from GrSs and adding
an edge between any two vertices that appear together in an D-component of
pA, Sq.
Let Φ be a set of prenex pp-formulas. Let us say that Φ satisfies the con-
traction condition if the graphs in the set contractpΦq :“ tcontractpφq | φ P Φu
are of bounded treewidth. Let us say that Φ satisfies the tractability condition
if it satisfies the contraction condition and, in addition, the cores of Φ are of
bounded treewidth; here, the treewidth of a prenex pp-formula is defined as
that of its graph. We omit the definition of treewidth, as it is both well-known
and not needed to understand the main technical proof of this article (which is
in Section 5).
Definition 2.10 We define count to be the problem that maps a pair pφpV q,Bq
consisting of a fo-formula and a finite structure to the value |φpBq|.
Theorem 2.11 [CM14a] Let Φ be a set of prenex pp-formulas that satisfies the
tractability condition. Then, the restriction of param-countrΦs to Φ ˆ Σ˚ is an
FPT-computable partial function.
Theorem 2.12 [CM14a] Let Φ be a set of prenex pp-formulas of bounded arity
that does not satisfy the tractability condition.
1. If Φ satisfies the contraction condition, then it holds that countrΦs and
CliquerNs are interreducible, under counting slice reductions.
2. Otherwise, there exists a counting slice reduction from #CliquerNs to
countrΦs.
We say that a set of formulas Φ has bounded arity if there exists a constant
k ě 1 that upper bounds the arity of each relation symbol appearing in a formula
in Φ.
3 Main theorems
The following theorem, which we call the equivalence theorem and which is
proved in Section 5, is our primary technical result; it is used to derive our
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complexity trichotomy on ep-formulas from the known complexity trichotomy
on pp-formulas (which was presented in Section 2.4).
Theorem 3.1 (Equivalence theorem) Let Φ be a set of ep-formulas. There ex-
ists a set Φ` of prenex pp-formulas with the following property: the two counting
case problems countrΦs and countrΦ`s are interreducible under counting slice
reductions. In particular, there exists an algorithm that computes, given an
ep-formula φ, a finite set φ` of prenex pp-formulas such that for any set Φ of
ep-formulas, the set Φ` defined as
Ť
tφ` | φ P Φu has the presented property.
We now state our trichotomy theorem on the complexity of counting answers
to ep-formulas, and show how to prove it using the equivalence theorem.
Theorem 3.2 (Trichotomy theorem) Let Φ be a computable set of ep-formulas
of bounded arity, and let Φ` be the set of pp-formulas given by Theorem 3.1.
1. If Φ` satisfies the tractability condition, then it holds that param-countrΦs
is in FPT.
2. If Φ` does not satisfy the tractability condition but satisfies the contrac-
tion condition, then it holds that param-countrΦs is interreducible with
p-Clique under counting FPT-reduction.
3. Otherwise, there is a counting FPT-reduction from the problem p-#Clique
to param-countrΦs.
Proof . For (1), we use the counting slice reduction pU, rq from countrΦs to
countrΦ`s given by Theorem 3.1. In particular, given as input pφ,Bq, it is
first checked if φ P Φ; if not, 0 is output. Otherwise, the algorithm for r is
invoked on pφ, φ`,Bq, where φ` is as defined in the statement of Theorem 3.1;
queries to countpψ,Bq where ψ P Φ` are resolved according to the algorithm of
Theorem 2.11.
For (2) and (3), we make use of the result (Theorem 3.1) that the problems
countrΦs and countrΦ`s are interreducible under counting slice reductions. For
(2), we have from Theorem 2.12 that countrΦ`s and CliquerNs are interre-
ducible under counting slice reductions. Hence, we obtain that the problems
CliquerNs and countrΦs are interreducible under counting slice reductions, and
the result follows from Theorem 2.9. For (3), we have from Theorem 2.12 that
there is a counting slice reduction from #CliquerNs to countrΦ`s, and hence
from #CliquerNs to countrΦs; the result then follows from Theorem 2.9. l
Let us remark that when case (2) applies, a consequence of this theorem is
that the problem param-countrΦs is not in FPT unless W[1] is in FPT, since
p-Clique is W[1]-complete; in a similar fashion, when case (3) applies, the
problem param-countrΦs is not in FPT unless 7W[1] is in FPT, since p-#Clique
is 7W[1]-complete.
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4 Examples
Before proving the equivalence theorem in full generality, we discuss some ex-
ample ep-formulas to illustrate and preview some of the issues and difficulties
with which the argument needs to cope.
Example 4.1 Consider the formula
φpw, x, y, zq :“ Epx, yq ^ pEpw, xq _ pEpy, zq ^ Epz, zqqq.
As a first simplification step, we bring disjunction to the outermost level in φ:
φpw, x, y, zq
” pEpx, yq ^ Epw, xqq _ pEpx, yq ^ Epy, zq ^ Epz, zqq.
Now let us set φ1pw, x, y, zq ” Epx, yq ^ Epw, xq and also set φ2pw, x, y, zq ”
Epx, yq^Epy, zq^Epz, zq. We can use inclusion-exclusion to count the number
of satisfying assignments of φ on a structure B by
|φpBq| “ |φ1pBq| ` |φ2pBq| ´ |pφ1 ^ φ2qpBq|.
One point to observe is that, in this last expression, the count |φ1pBq| needs
to be determined with respect to its set of liberal variabes libpφ1q “ tw, x, y, zu,
even though z does not appear in any atom of φ1. If the count |φ1pBq| is not
computed in this way, the above expression for |φpBq| fails to hold in general.
The situation is analogous for the formula φ2, where w does not appear in any
atom. l
Example 4.2 In general, if we are given an ep-formula φ “ φ1_ . . ._φn where
the φi are pp-formulas, then to compute the count |φpBq| of φ relative to B, it
suffices to know the count for each of the 2n´1 pp-formulas obtained by taking
a conjunction of a non-empty subset of the φi. In this example, we will see that,
in fact, one does not always need to consider all of these conjunctions. To this
end, set V “ tw, x, y, zu and set
φpV q “ φ1pV q _ φ2pV q _ φ3pV q
where φ1pV q “ Epx, yq ^ Epy, zq, φ2pV q “ Epz, wq ^ Epw, xq and φ3pV q “
Epw, xq ^ Epx, yq. Applying inclusion-exclusion, we obtain
|φpBq| “|φ1pBq| ` |φ2pBq| ` |φ3pBq|
´ |pφ1 ^ φ2qpBq| ´ |pφ1 ^ φ3qpBq|
´ |pφ2 ^ φ3qpBq| ` |pφ1 ^ φ2 ^ φ3qpBq|.
Now observe that the formulas φ1, φ2 and φ3 are actually equivalent to each
other up to renaming variables; consequently, these formulas are equivalent in
that, for any structure B, they yield the same count: |φ1pBq| “ |φ2pBq| “
|φ3pBq|. In Section 5.1, we formalize and give a characterization of this notion
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of equivalence (on pp-formulas). The formulas φ1 ^ φ3 and φ2 ^ φ3 are also
equivalent in this sense. We may thus obtain the following expression for |φpBq|.
|φpBq| “3 ¨ |φ1pBq| ´ |pφ1 ^ φ2qpBq|
´ 2 ¨ |pφ1 ^ φ3qpBq| ` |pφ1 ^ φ2 ^ φ3qpBq|.
So far, we have only unified formulas that are equivalent up to renaming
variables. In our parameterized complexity setting where φ is the parameter,
this does not yield a significant decrease in the complexity of computing |φpBq|.
However, we will now observe a simplification that is more substantial in this
sense. Namely, one can verify that the formulas φ1 ^ φ2 and φ1 ^ φ2 ^ φ3 are
identical. So, if we identify their terms in this last expression for |φpBq|, we
obtain a cancellation and arrive to the following expression:
|φpBq| “ 3 ¨ |φ1pBq| ´ 2 ¨ |pφ1 ^ φ3qpBq|.
The savings obtained by observing this cancellation are significant, in the
following sense. The pp-formulas φ1 ^ φ2 and φ1 ^ φ2 ^ φ3, which were can-
celled, were the only formulas in the expression for |φpBq| which did not have
treewidth 1; they had treewidth 2. As it is known that the runtime of evaluation
algorithms for quantifier-free pp-formulas scales with their treewidth [Mar10a],
this reduction in treewidth yields a superior runtime for evaluating |φpBq|. l
As we have seen in the above examples, counting on an ep-formula can, via
inclusion-exclusion, reduce to counting on a finite set of pp-formulas. (This is
carried out in our argument; see Section 5.3). As just seen in Example 4.2,
there can be some subtlety in choosing a desirable set of pp-formulas to reduce
to. One question not addressed so far is how one can reduce from counting on
a such obtained set of pp-formulas to counting on the original ep-formula. To
this end, let us revisit our first example.
Example 4.3 Let us consider again the formulas of Example 4.1. Assume that
we are given access to an oracle that lets us compute |φpDq|, for any structure
D of our choice. We will see that, given a structure B, we can compute |φ1pBq|,
|φ2pBq|, and |pφ1 ^ φ2qpBq| efficiently using this oracle.
To see this, consider the structure C with universe C “ t1, 2, 3, 4u and
EC “ tp1, 2q, p2, 3q, p3, 4q, p4, 4qu. It is easy to check that the formulas φ1, φ2
and φ1 ^ φ2 all have a different number of answers with respect to C. Now
note that for every pp-formula ψ and every pair of structures D1, D2 we have
|ψpD1 ˆD2q| “ |ψpD1q| ¨ |ψpD2q|. Querying the oracle for |φp¨q| on BˆC
i for
the values i “ 0, 1, 2, we obtain the linear system
A
¨˝
|φ1pBq|
|φ2pBq|
´|pφ1 ^ φ2qpBq|
‚˛“
¨˝
pφpBq
φpBˆCq
φpBˆC2q
‚˛
with
A “
¨˝
1 1 1
|φ1pCq| |φ2pCq| |pφ1 ^ φ2qpCq|
|φ1pCq|
2 |φ2pCq|
2 |pφ1 ^ φ2qpCq|
2
‚˛.
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Note that the entries of A can be computed efficiently, and the vector on the
right-hand-side of the equation can be provided by our oracle. The matrix A is
a Vandermonde matrix, as a consequence of the choice of C. Thus, the system
has a unique solution and can be solved to determine |φ1pBq|, |φ2pBq|, and
|pφ1 ^ φ2qpBq|, as desired. l
In Example 4.3 we have seen that, for the particular ep-formula φ discussed,
counting on φ is in a certain sense interreducible with counting on the pp-
formulas
tφ1, φ2, φ1 ^ φ2u.
The statement of the equivalence theorem (Theorem 3.1) asserts that for any
ep-formula φ, there exists a finite set φ` of pp-formulas such that one has this
interreducibility.
5 Proof of equivalence theorem
In this section, we give a decidable characterization of counting equivalence
(Section 5.1); we then study a relaxation thereof which we call semi-counting
equivalence (Section 5.2); we prove the equivalence theorem in the particular
case of all-free ep-formulas (Section 5.3); and, we end by proving the equivalence
theorem in its full generality (Section 5.4). Throughout this section, we generally
assume pp-formulas to be prenex.
5.1 Counting equivalence
As we have seen in the examples of Section 4, it will be important to see when two
different pp-formulas give same number of answers for every structure, because
it will allow us to make simplifications in formulas we get by inclusion-exclusion.
To this end, we make the following definition.
Definition 5.1 Define two fo-formulas φpV q, φ1pV 1q to be counting equivalent
if they are over the same vocabulary τ and for each finite τ-structure B it holds
that |φpBq| “ |φ1pBq|.
In this subsection, we characterize counting equivalence for pp-formulas. To
approach the characterization, we start off with an example.
Example 5.2 It is apparent that logically equivalent formulas are counting
equivalent, but the converse direction is not true. To see this, consider the
pp-formulas φ1px, yq “ Epx, yq and φ2pw, zq “ Epw, zq. Obviously, φ1 and φ2
are counting equivalent (they just count the number of tuples in the relation
E of a structure B). But φ1 and φ2 are not logically equivalent; indeed, the
assignments in φ1pBq and φ2pBq assign values to different variables.
Note that one way of witnessing the counting equivalence of φ1 and φ2
is simply renaming the variable w to x and z to y to get equivalent formulas.
Since this syntactic renaming obviously does not change the number of satisfying
assignments, one can conclude that φ1 and φ2 are counting equivalent. l
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Example 5.2 motivates the following definition.
Definition 5.3 We say that two pp-formulas
pA, Sq, pA1, S1q
over the same signature are renaming equivalent if there exist surjections h :
S Ñ S1 and h1 : S1 Ñ S that can be extended to homomorphisms h¯ : A Ñ A1
and h¯1 : A1 Ñ A, respectively.
Informally speaking, on pp-formulas, two formulas are renaming equivalent
if they become logically equivalent after a renaming of variables, as occurred in
Example 5.2. Hence, renaming equivalence is a relaxation of logical equivalence.
Recall that logical equivalence of pp-formulas was characterized, in Theorem 2.3.
The main theorem of this subsection is that renaming equivalence does not
only imply counting equivalence but is actually equivalent to it.
Theorem 5.4 Two pp-formulas
φ1pS1q, φ2pS2q
are counting equivalent if and only if they are renaming equivalent.
Note that Theorem 5.4 gives a syntactic/algebraic characterization of count-
ing equivalence which makes counting equivalence decidable by a straightforward
algorithm and in fact even puts it into NP.
Before we prove Theorem 5.4, we start off with an simple observation that
will be helpful in the proof.
Observation 5.5 Let φ and φ1 be counting equivalent pp-formulas. Then |libpφq| “
|libpφ1q|.
Proof . Let C be a structure that interprets every relation symbol in R of φ by
RC :“ t0, 1uaritypRq. Then |φpCq| “ 2|libpφq| and |φ1pCq| “ 2|libpφ
1q| and the claim
follows directly. l
Proof . (Theorem 5.4) We begin with the backward direction; let h1 : S1 Ñ S2
and h2 : S2 Ñ S1 be the surjections from the definition of renaming equivalence.
The existence of these surjections implies that |S1| “ |S2| and that each of h1,
h2 is a bijection. Let B be an arbitrary structure. For each f : S2 Ñ B in
φ2pBq, it is straightforward to verify that the composition fph1q is in φ1pBq.
Since the mapping that takes each such f to fph1q is injective (due to h1 being
a bijection), we obtain that |φ1pBq| ě |φ2pBq|. By symmetric reasoning, we can
obtain that |φ1pBq| ď |φ2pBq|, and we conclude that |φ1pBq| “ |φ2pBq|.
For the other direction, let φ1pS1q and φ2pS2q be two pp-formulas over a com-
mon vocabulary τ that are not renaming equivalent; let pA1, S1q and pA2, S2q
be the corresponding structures. By way of contradiction, assume that φ1 and
φ2 are counting equivalent. If it holds that |libpφ1q| ‰ |libpφ2q|, we are done by
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Observation 5.5. So we may assume, after potentially renaming some variables,
that libpφ1q “ libpφ2q “: S.
When C, D are structures with S Ď C XD, let us define hompC,D, Sq to
be the set of mappings from S to D that can be extended to a homomorphism
from C to D; denote by surjpC,D, Sq the surjections h : S Ñ S that lie in
hompC,D, Sq.
As pA1, S1q and pA2, S2q are by hypothesis not renaming equivalent, we may
assume, without loss of generality, that surjpA1,A2, Sq “ H. For T Ď S let us
use homT pA1,A2, Sq to denote the set of mappings h P hompA1,A2, Sq such
that hpSq Ď T . By inclusion-exclusion we get
|surjpφ1, φ2, Sq| “
ÿ
TĎS
p´1q|S|´|T || homT pA1,A2, Sq|.
For i ě 0 let homi,T pA1,A2, Sq be the set of mappings h P hompA1,A2, Sq
such that h maps exactly i variables from S into T . Now for each j “ 1, . . . , |S|
we construct a new structure Dj,T over the domain Dj,T . To this end, let
ap1q, . . . , apjq be copies of a P T that are not in A2. Then we set
Dj,T :“ ta
pkq | a P A2, a P T, k P rjsu Y pA2zT q.
We define a mapping B : A2 Ñ PpDj,T q, where PpDj,T q is the power set of
Dj,T , by
Bpaq :“
#
tapkq | k P rjsuu, if a P T
tau, otherwise.
For every relation symbol R P τ we define
RDT,j :“
ď
pd1,...,dsqPRA2
Bpd1q ˆ . . .ˆBpdsq.
Then every h P homi,T pA1,A2, Sq corresponds to j
i mappings in hompA1,Dj,T , Sq.
Thus for each j we get
|S|ÿ
i“1
ji| homi,T pA1,A2, Sq| “ | hompA1,Dj,T , Sq|.
This is a linear system of equations and the corresponding matrix is a Vander-
monde matrix; consequently, the value homT pA1,A2, Sq “ hom|S|,T pA1,A2, Sq
can efficiently be computed from | hompA1,D, Sq| “ |φ1pDq| for some struc-
tures D. We can similarly determine | homT pA2,D, Sq| as a function of |φ2pDq|
for the same structures D. Since |φ1pDq| “ |φ2pDq| for every structure D by
assumption, it follows that for every subset T Ď S we have
| homT pA1,A2, Sq| “ | homT pA2,A2, Sq|.
But then we have
|surjpA1,A2, Sq| “ |surjpA2,A2, Sq|.
Since surjpA1,A2, Sq “ H and id P surjpA2,A2, Sq, this is a contradiction.
Consequently, we obtain that φ1 and φ2 are not counting equivalent. l
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5.2 Semi-counting equivalence
In this subsection, we study a relaxation of the notion of counting equivalence.
This notion will be necessary when we emulate the approach of Example 4.3 in
the proof of the Equivalence theorem: we will again construct a system of linear
equations that we want to solve. In order to ensure solvability, we will make sure
that the matrix of the system is again a Vandermonde matrix which in particular
means that all its entries must be positive. Consequently, since the entries are
of the form |φpCq|k for pp-formulas φ some carefully chosen structure C and
integers k, it will be necessary to understand counting equivalence in the case
where φpCq is non-empty. The necessary notion is formalized by the following
definition.
Definition 5.6 Call two prenex pp-formulas
φ1pV1q, φ2pV2q
on the same vocabulary semi-counting equivalent if for each finite structure B
such that |φ1pBq| ą 0 and |φ2pBq| ą 0, it holds that |φ1pBq| “ |φ2pBq|.
Example 5.7 The pp-formulas φ1px, yq “ Epx, yq and φ2px, yq “ DzpEpx, yq ^
F pzqq are not counting equivalent, because for every structure B for which
FB “ H, we have |φ2pBq| “ 0 while |φ1pBq| may be non-zero if E
B is non-
empty. But if we have for a structure B such that |φ2pBq| ą 0, then F
B ‰ H
and it is straightforward to verify that |φ1pBq| “ |φ2pBq|. Consequently, we
have that φ1 and φ2 are semi-counting equivalent. l
For each free prenex pp-formula φpV q, define pφpV q to be the pp-formula
obtained from φ by removing each atom that occurs in a non-liberal component
of φ (a component of φ not having liberal variables).
Example 5.8 Consider the pp-formula φ discussed in Examples 2.2 and 2.4.
This pp-formula has 4 components, namely, the pp-formulas ψ1px, x
1q, ψ2pyq,
ψ3pzq, and ψ4pHq defined in Example 2.4. The formulas ψ1, ψ2, and ψ3 are
liberal, but the formula ψ4 is not liberal. Recall that the formula φpx, x
1, y, zq
is equal to
Dy1DuDvDwpEpx, x1q ^ Epy, y1q ^ F pu, vq ^Gpu,wqq
and that we have ψ4pHq “ DuDvDwpF pu, vq ^ Gpu,wqq. We hence have thatpφpx, x1, y, zq is the formula
Dy1DuDvDwpEpx, x1q ^ Epy, y1qq.
l
The following characterization of semi-counting equivalence is the main the-
orem of this subsection.
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Theorem 5.9 Let φ1pV1q, φ2pV2q be two free prenex pp-formulas. It holds that
φ1pV1q and φ2pV2q are semi-counting equivalent if and only if xφ1pV1q and xφ2pV2q
are counting equivalent.
We will use the following proposition in the proof of Theorem 5.9.
Proposition 5.10 Let φpV q be a free prenex pp-formula. Then for every struc-
ture B we have φpBq “ H or φpBq “ pφpBq.
Proof . Let B be a structure. Let ψ be the conjunction of the components
deleted from φ to obtain pφ. If ψ is false on B, then obviously φpBq “ H.
Otherwise, ψ is true on B, and for any assignment f : V Ñ B, it holds that
B, f |ù φ if and only if B, f |ù pφ. l
Proof . (Theorem 5.9) Assume first that xφ1 and xφ2 are counting equivalent.
Let B be a structure. Then if |φ1pBq| ą 0 and |φ2pBq| ą 0, we have by
Proposition 5.10 and counting equivalence ofxφ1 andxφ2 that |φ1pBq| “ |xφ1pBq| “
|xφ2pBq| “ |φ2pBq|, so φ1 and φ2 are semi-counting equivalent.
For the other direction let now φ1 and φ2 be semi-counting equivalent. By
way of contradiction, we assume that xφ1 and xφ2 are not counting equivalent.
Then by definition there is a structure B such that |xφ1pBq| ‰ |xφ2pBq|. Note
that each component of xφ1 and xφ2 has a liberal variable.
Let I “ Iτ , where τ is the vocabulary of φ1 and φ2. For each k P N we denote
by B`kI the structure we get from B by disjoint union with k copies of I. Note
that for k ą 0 we have |φpB`kIq| ą 0 for every pp-formula φ. Consequently, for
every k ą 0 we have |φ1pB`kIq| “ |xφ1pB`kIq| and |φ2pB`kIq| “ |xφ2pB`kIq|
by Proposition 5.10. By the semi-counting equivalence of φ1 and φ2 we also
have |φ1pB ` kIq| “ |φ2pB ` kIq| for all k ą 0. It follows that |xφ1pB ` kIq| “
|xφ2pB` kIq| for k ą 0.
Let φ1,1, . . . , φ1,n denote the components ofxφ1, and let φ2,1, . . . , φ2,m denote
the components of xφ2. Because every component of xφ1 has a liberal variable,
we have
|xφ1pB` kIq| “ ÿ
JĎrns
kn´|J|
ź
jPJ
|φ1,jpBq|
“
nÿ
ℓ“0
kn´ℓ
ÿ
JĎrns,|J|“ℓ
ź
jPJ
|φ1,jpBq|.
We can express |xφ2pB` kIq| analogously. The expressions are polynomials in k
and they are equal for every positive integer k by the observations above; thus
the coefficients of the polynomials must coincide. The coefficients of k0, namely
the values
ś
jPrns |φ1,jpBq| and
ś
jPrms |φ2,jpBq|, are thus equal. But then we
get
|xφ1pBq| “ ź
jPrns
|φ1,jpBq| “
ź
jPrms
|φ2,jpBq| “ |xφ2pBq|,
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which is a contradiction to our assumption. l
Corollary 5.11 Semi-counting equivalence is an equivalence relation (on pp-
formulas).
We now present a lemma that will be of utility; it is proved by induction.
Lemma 5.12 Let φ1pS1q, . . . , φnpSnq be pp-formulas over the same vocabulary
τ , which are liberal (that is, with each |Si| ą 0). Then there is a structure C
(over τ) such that
• for all pp-formulas φ (over τ) it holds that |φpCq| ą 0, and
• for all i, j P rns such that φi and φj are not semi-counting equivalent, it
holds that |φipCq| ‰ |φjpCq|.
In order to establish this lemma, we first prove the following lemma.
Lemma 5.13 Let φ1pS1q and φ2pS2q be two pp-formulas over a vocabulary τ
that are not semi-counting equivalent. Then there is a structure D such that for
every primitive positive formula φ over τ we have |φpDq| ą 0 and |φ1pDq| ‰
|φ2pDq|.
Proof . Let B be any structure on which φ1 and φ2 have a non-zero but different
number of solutions. Such a structure exists by definition of semi-counting
equivalence. We claim that we can choose D “ B ` kI for some k P N, k ą 0
where B`kI is defined as in the proof of Theorem 5.9. By way of contradiction,
assume that |φ1pB ` kIq| “ |φ2pB ` kIq| for all k P N, k ą 0. Then with the
same argument as in the proof of Theorem 5.9 we get the contradiction that
|φ1pBq| “ |φ2pBq|. l
Proof . (Lemma 5.12) We prove this by induction on n; the case n “ 2 is
implied by Lemma 5.13.
When n ą 2, we first observe that it suffices to prove the result when the
φi are pairwise not semi-counting equivalent, so we assume that this holds. Let
D be the structure that we get by induction for φ1, . . . , φn´1. We may assume
w.l.o.g. that
|φ1pDq| ă |φ2pDq| ă . . . ă |φn´1pDq|.
If it holds that |φnpDq| ‰ |φipDq| for every i P rn´ 1s, then we are done. So we
assume that there is an index i P rn´ 1s such that |φnpDq| “ |φipDq|.
Let D1 be the structure we get by applying Lemma 5.13 to φn and φi.
Now choose k such that for every j with 1 ă j ď i we have
|φj´1pDq|
k
|φjpDq|k
ă
1
|libpφj´1q||D
1|
.
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Then we have for every ℓ ě k and 1 ă j ă i
|φj´1pD
ℓ ˆD1q| “ |φj´1pD
ℓq| ¨ |φj´1pD
1q|
ď |φj´1pD
ℓq| ¨ |libpφj´1q|
|D1|
ă |φjpD
ℓq|
ď |φjpD
ℓq| ¨ |φjpD
1q|
“ |φjpD
ℓ ˆD1q|.
Analogously, we get for every ℓ ą k that
|φi´1pD
ℓ ˆD1q| ă |φnpD
ℓ ˆD1q|.
Now choose k1 such that for every j with i ď j ă n we have
|φj`1pDq|
k1
|φjpDq|k
1
ą |libpφjq|
|D1|.
Then we have for every ℓ ą k1 and every i ď j ă n
|φjpD
ℓ ˆD1q| “ |φjpD
ℓq| ¨ |φjpD
1q|
ď |φjpD
ℓq| ¨ |libpφjq|
|D1|
ă |φj`1pD
ℓq|
ď |φj`1pD
ℓq| ¨ |φjpD
1q|
“ |φj`1pD
ℓ ˆD1q|.
Similarly, we get for every ℓ ą k that
|φi`1pD
ℓ ˆD1q| ą |φnpD
ℓ ˆD1q|.
Now choosing ℓ “ maxpk, k1q and noting that
|φipD
ℓ ˆD1q| “ |φipD
ℓq| ¨ |φipD
1q|
‰ |φnpD
ℓq| ¨ |φnpD
1q|
“ |φnpD
ℓ ˆD1q|
completes the proof with C “ Dℓ ˆD1. l
The following is a consequence of this lemma.
Lemma 5.14 Let φ1pS1q, . . . , φnpSnq be connected, liberal pp-formulas over the
same vocabulary τ that are pairwise not counting equivalent. Then there exists
a structure C (over τ) such that
• for all pp-formulas φ (over τ) it holds that |φpCq| ą 0, and
• for all distinct i, j P rns, it holds that |φipCq| ‰ |φjpCq|.
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Proof . By Lemma 5.12, it suffices to show that the pp-formulas φi are pairwise
not semi-counting equivalent. Since each φi is connected and liberal, we have
φi “ pφi. Thus, by the hypothesis that the φi are pairwise not counting equiv-
alent in combination with Theorem 5.9, we obtain that the φi are pairwise not
semi-counting equivalent. l
5.3 The all-free case
The aim of this subsection is the proof of Theorem 3.1 in the special case of
all-free ep-formulas. Recall that an ep-formula is all-free if it is the disjunction
of prenex pp-formulas, each of which is free in that it has a non-empty set of
free variables. We will later in Section 5.4 use the result on all-free formulas to
prove the general version of Theorem 3.1.
For every φpV q P Φ we define a set φ˚ of free pp-formulas; then, we define
Φ˚ “
Ť
φPΦ φ
˚pV q. Let φpV q “ φ1pV q _ . . . _ φspV q where the φipV q are free
pp-formulas. By inclusion-exclusion we have for every structure B that
|φpBq| “
ÿ
JPrss
p´1q|J|`1|p
ľ
jPJ
φjqpBq|
“
ÿ
JPrss
p´1q|J|`1|φJ pBq|, (1)
where the φJ pV q “
Ź
jPJ φjpV q are pp-formulas. Now iteratively do the fol-
lowing: If there are two summands c|φJpBq| and c
1|φJ 1 pBq| such that φJ and
φJ 1 are counting equivalent, delete both summands and add pc` c
1q|φJ | to the
sum. When this operation can no longer be applied, delete all summands with
coefficient zero. The pp-formulas that remain in the sum form the set φ˚.
Example 5.15 It shall be advantageous to again consider Example 4.2. There
we started off with
φpV q “ φ1pV q _ φ2pV q _ φ3pV q.
Inclusion-exclusion yields
|φpBq| “|φ1pBq| ` |φ2pBq| ` |φ3pBq|
´ |pφ1 ^ φ2qpBq| ´ |pφ1 ^ φ3qpBq|
´ |pφ2 ^ φ3qpBq| ` |pφ1 ^ φ2 ^ φ3qpBq|.
Now we simplify as described above and get
|φpBq| “ 3 ¨ |φ1pBq| ´ 2 ¨ |pφ1 ^ φ3qpBq|.
Consequently, for this example we have
φ˚ “ tφ1, φ1 ^ φ3u.
l
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The algorithm discussed above directly yields the following proposition.
Proposition 5.16 There exists an algorithm that,
when an all-free ep-formula φ is given as input, outputs a set φ˚ :“ tφ˚
1
, . . . , φ˚ℓ u
of free pp-formulas, which are pairwise not counting equivalent, and coefficients
c1, . . . , cℓ P Zzt0u such that for every structure B, |φpBq| “
řℓ
i“1 ci|φ
˚
i pBq|.
We will also require the following two facts for our proof.
Proposition 5.17 Let us presume that φpSq and φ1pS1q are two semi-counting
equivalent free pp-formulas that are not counting equivalent and let pA, Sq and
pA1, S1q be the structures of φ and φ1, respectively. Then A and A1 are not
homomorphically equivalent.
Proof . φpSq and φ1pS1q are semi-counting equivalent, so we have by Theo-
rem 5.9 and Theorem 5.4 that zφpSq and {φ1pS1q are renaming equivalent. It
follows that A and A1 are homomorphically equivalent via homomorphisms
h : AÑ A1, h1 : A1 Ñ A that act as bijections between S and S1.
If there exists a homomorphism g from A to A1, then we can extend h
(using the definition of g) to be defined on the components of φ deleted in the
construction of pφ, to obtain a homomorphism fromA toA1 extending h. If there
exists a homomorphism g1 from A1 to A, we can extend h1 in an analogous way.
However, the existence of both such extensions would imply by definition that
φpSq and φ1pS1q are counting equivalent. We may thus conclude that either
there is no homomorphism AÑ A1 or there is no homomorphism A1 Ñ A. l
Lemma 5.18 There is an oracle FPT-algorithm that performs the following:
given a set φ1, . . . , φs of semi-counting equivalent free pp-formulas that are pair-
wise not counting equivalent, a sequence c1, . . . , cs P Zzt0u, and a structure B,
the algorithm computes |φipBq| for every i P rss; it may make calls to an oracle
that provides
řs
i“1 ci ¨ |φipB
1q| upon being given a structure B1. Here, the φi
with the ci constitute the parameter.
To establish this lemma, we first demonstrate the following proposition.
Proposition 5.19 Let φ1, . . . , φs be a sequence of semi-counting equivalent pp-
formulas that are pairwise not counting equivalent. Then there is a structure C
and i P rss such that C |ù φi but C✓|ùφj for all j P rssztiu.
Proof . Let A1, . . . ,An be the structures of the queries φ1, . . . , φn. By Propo-
sition 5.17 the structures Ai are pairwise not homomorphically equivalent. For
i, j P rns, we write φi ă φj if there is a homomorphism from Ai to Aj . It is
easy to check that ă induces a partial order on the φi. Let φi be a minimal
element of this partial order, then there is no homomorphism from any Aj to
φi with i ‰ j. Setting C “ Ai completes the proof. l
Proof . (Lemma 5.18) We give and algorithm that recursively computes the
|φipBq| one after the other. So let the parameter and the input be given as in
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the statement of the lemma. By Proposition 5.19, there is an i P rns and a
structure C such that C |ù φi but C✓|ùφj for all j P rssztiu. W.l.o.g. assume
i “ s. Then |φipB ˆCq| “ 0 for i ă s. Consequently, we have that the oracle
lets us compute cs ¨ |φnpBˆCq| “ cs ¨ |φnpBq| ¨ |φnpCq|. Computing |φnpCq| by
brute force then yields |φspBq|.
Now note that for every structure B1 we can also compute
řs´1
i“1 ci ¨ |φipB
1q|
by this approach with one subtraction. So we can apply the algorithm again
for φ1, . . . , φs´1, answering oracle queries for the smaller sum
řs´1
i“1 ci ¨ |φipB
1q|
with the help of the oracle for
řs
i“1 ci ¨ |φipB
1q|. l
We can now prove Theorem 3.1 for all-free ep-formulas.
Theorem 5.20 Let Φ be a set of all-free ep-formulas. There exists a set Φ˚
of free prenex pp-formulas such that the counting case problems countrΦs and
countrΦ˚s are equivalent under counting slice reductions.
Before giving the technical details of the proof of Theorem 5.20, let us first
descibe the ideas. The proof follows the approach presented in the examples of
Section 4. In particular, the less straightforward reduction from countrΦ˚s to
countrΦs proceeds as we did in Example 4.3. Given φ and φ˚, we can evaluate
|φ1pBq| for φ1 P φ˚ with an oracle for |φpBˆCℓq| for a suitable structure C as
in that example. The main difference is that, instead of having C explicitly as
in Example 4.3, we here know from Lemma 5.12 that a structure C exists for
which all formulas in φ˚ have a different number of satisfying assignments. We
can then compute C by brute force as it depends only on φ. This then allows
to compute φ1pBq by solving a system of linear equations.
We now give the technical detail of the proof.
Proof . Let us first specify the reduction from countrΦs to countrΦ˚s, which is
quite straightforward. The relation U is the set of pairs pφ, φ˚q such that φ is an
all-free ep-formula and φ˚ is the output of the algorithm of Proposition 5.16 on
input φ. Obviously, this satisfies the coverage condition. Then the oracle-FPT-
algorithm to compute φpBq given φ, φ˚ and B first computes all of the |φ˚i pBq|
by oracle calls and then uses Proposition 5.16. This completes the reduction.
For the other direction, let φ1 P Φ˚. We set U to be the set of all pairs
pφ1, tφuq such that φ is an all-free ep-formula and φ1 P φ˚. Given φ1, φ and B,
we compute |φ1pBq| :“ rpφ1, tφu,Bq as follows: Let φ˚
1
, . . . , φ˚s be the equivalence
classes of φ˚ with respect to semi-counting equivalence. Now choose a strucuture
C as in Lemma 5.12. Then for ψ, ψ1 P φ˚ we have |ψpCq| ‰ |ψ1pCq| if ψ and ψ1
are from different equivalence classes with respect to semi-counting equivalence,
and otherwise |ψpCq| “ |ψ1pCq| ą 0. Fix for each j P rss a formula in φ˚j and
call it ψj . Moreover, denote by cψ the coefficiencent of ψ in Proposition 5.16.
Using this notation and Proposition 5.16 we obtain, for every ℓ P N, that
|φpB ˆCℓq| “
sÿ
j“1
|ψjpCq|
ℓp
ÿ
ψPφ˚
j
cψ|ψpBq|q.
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Note that this is a linear equation where the coefficients have the form |ψjpCq|
ℓ;
these can be computed by brute force. Letting ℓ range from 0 to s ´ 1 thus
yields a system of linear equations whose coefficient matrix is a Vandermonde
matrix. Consequently, with s oracle calls we can compute
ř
ψPφ˚
j
cψ |ψpBq| for
each j. We use Lemma 5.18 to compute φ1pBq. l
5.4 The general case
We now indicate how to prove Theorem 3.1 in its full generality.
We may assume that each ep-formula φ P Φ is normalized. For each ep-
formula φ, define φaf to be the all-free part of φ, that is, the disjunction of the
φ-disjuncts that are free; define Φaf to be tφaf | φ P Φu; and, define φ
´
af
to be
the set of formulas in φ˚
af
that do not logically entail a sentence disjunct of φ.
We define φ` to be the union of φ´
af
and the set containing each pp-sentence
disjunct of φ; and, we define Φ` to be
Ť
φPΦ φ
`.
Example 5.21 Set V “ tw, x, y, zu; we consider the formulas φpV q “ φ1pV q _
φ2pV q _ φ3pV q defined in Example 4.2. Define
θ1pV q “ DaDbDcDdEpa, bq ^ Epb, cq ^ Epc, dq,
and define
θpV q “ φ1pV q _ φ2pV q _ φ3pV q _ θ1pV q.
The all-free part of θ is θaf “ φ1pV q _ φ2pV q _ φ3pV q, since each of these three
disjuncts has a non-empty set of free variables, whereas θ1 has an empty set of
free variables. According to Example 5.15, we have
θ˚af “ tφ1, φ1 ^ φ3u.
Now, observe that φ1 ^ φ3 logically entails the sentence disjunct θ1 of θ; on the
other hand, φ1 does not logically entail θ1. Hence, we have that θ
´
af
“ tφ1u. We
have θ` to be the union of θ´
af
and tθ1u, so
θ` “ tφ1, θ1u.
l
The idea of the proof of Theorem 3.1 is as follows. The counting slice
reduction from countrΦs to countrΦ`s has U as the set of pairs pφ, φ`q where
φ is a normalized ep-formula; r on pφpV q, φ`,Bq behaves as follows. First, it
checks if there is a sentence disjunct θ of φ that is true on B; if so, it outputs
|B||V |; otherwise, it makes use of the counting slice reduction from countrΦafs
to countrΦ˚
af
s. The counting slice reduction from countrΦ`s to countrΦs has U
as the set tpψ, tφuq | ψ P φ`u; r on pψpV q, φpV q,Bq is defined as follows. When
ψ P φ´
af
, the counting slice reduction pU 1, r1q from countrΦ˚
af
s to countrΦaf s is
used to determine |ψpBq|; this is performed by passing to r1 a treated version of
B, on which no sentence disjunct of φ may hold. When ψ is a sentence disjunct
of φ, an oracle query is made to obtain the count of φ on a treated version of
B; on this treated version, it is proved that all assignments satisfy φ if and only
if B |ù ψ.
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6 Conclusion
We have shown a trichotomy for the parameterized complexity of counting satis-
fying assignments to existential positive formulas of bounded arity. To this end,
the main technical contribution was the equivalence theorem (Theorem 3.1)
stating that for every set of existential positive formulas there is a set of prim-
itive positive formulas that is computationally equivalent with respect to the
counting problem studied. After showing this equivalence theorem, we could
derive our trichotomy in a rather straightforward fashion by invoking a previ-
ous trichotomy for primitive positive formulas as a black-box.
In order to prove the equivalence theorem, we gave a syntactic characteriza-
tion for when two pp-formulas are counting equivalent, that is, have the same
number of satisfying assignments with respect to every finite structure. This
result can be seen as an adaption, to the counting setting, of classical work of
Chandra and Merlin [CM77] that characterizes logical equivalence of primitive
positive formulas.
Let us note that the assumption of bounded arity is not needed in the proof of
the equivalence theorem. It only appears in our trichotomy theorem because it
is already present in the previous trichotomy on primitive positive formulas that
we use. Consequently, if one could adapt the work of Marx [Mar10b] on model
checking unbounded arity primitive positive formulas to counting to show a
dichotomy or trichotomy for counting, this would directly give the corresponding
result for existential positive formulas by applying our equivalence theorem.
Finally, let us remark that we are not aware of any fragment of first-order
logic extending existential positive queries for which even model checking is
understood, from the viewpoint of classifying the complexity of all sets of
queries (for more information, see the discussion in the introduction of the
article [Che14b]). Hence, the research project of extending our complexity clas-
sification beyond existential positive queries would first require an advance in
the study of model checking in first-order logic.
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A Proof of Theorem 3.1
Proof . (Theorem 3.1) We first describe a counting slice reduction pU, rq from
countrΦs to countrΦ`s. Let pU 1, r1q be the counting slice reduction from countrΦafs
to countrΦ˚
af
s given by Theorem 5.20. Define U to be the set tpφ, φ`q | φ is a normalized ep-formula u.
When pφ, φ`q P U , we define rpφpV q, φ`,Bq to be the result of the following
algorithm, which is FPT with respect to pπ1, π2q. For each sentence disjunct θ
of φpV q, the algorithm queries countpθ,Bq; if for some such disjunct θ it holds
that B |ù θ, then the algorithm outputs |V ||B|. Otherwise, for any assignment
f : V Ñ B, it holds that B, f |ù φ if and only if B, f |ù φaf . So, the algorithm
returns r1pφaf , φ
˚
af
,Bq by running the corresponding algorithm for r1. In this
run, the algorithm for r1 only makes queries of the form pψ,Bq (with ψ P φ˚
af
);
such queries where ψ P φ´
af
are resolved using the oracle in the definition of
counting slice reduction, and queries where ψ P φ˚
af
zφ´
af
are answered with 0.
Correctness is straightforward to verify.
We next describe a counting slice reduction pU, rq from countrΦ`s to countrΦs.
Let pU 1, r1q denote the counting slice reduction from countrΦ˚
af
s to countrΦafs
given by Theorem 5.20. We define U :“ tpψ, tφuq | ψ P φ`u. We need to define
rpψpV q, φpV q,Bq when pψ, φq P U .
Let us describe first an algorithm for the mapping r in the case that ψ P φ´
af
.
Let pC1, V q, . . . , pCm, V q denote the pp-formulas in φ
´
af
, and let C denote the
disjoint union of the structures Ci. Observe that for any structure D, it holds
that D ˆC, f |ù φ if and only if DˆC, f |ù φaf , since no sentence disjunct of
φ holds on C (due to the definitions of C and φ´
af
). Call the algorithm for r1 to
compute r1pψ, tφafu,BˆCq “ |ψpBˆCq|; note that the oracle queries made by
this algorithm can be resolved by an oracle for countpφ, ¨q, since all such oracle
queries have the form countpφaf , ¨ ˆ Cq. As |ψpB ˆ Cq| “ |ψpBq| ¨ |ψpCq|, by
dividing this quantity by |ψpCq|, one can determine |ψpBq|, which is the desired
value. Note that by the definition of C, it holds that |ψpCq| is non-zero.
In order to describe the behavior of the algorithm for r in the case that ψ
is a sentence disjunct of φ, we establish the following claim. Let pA, V q be the
structure view of ψ.
Claim: Let i : V Ñ V be the identity map on V . For each disjunct θ of φ,
it holds that A, i |ù θpV q if and only if θ “ ψ.
The backwards direction is clear, so we prove the forwards direction. If a
disjunct θ is a free pp-formula, then A, i ­|ù θpV q since θ contains an atom using
a variable v P V , whereas no tuple of a relation of A contains any variable from
V . If a disjunct θ is a pp-sentence pA1, V q not equal to ψ, then by definition
of normalized ep-formula, there is no homomorphism from A1 to A and hence
A, i ­|ù θpV q. This establishes the claim.
Now suppose that ψ is a sentence disjunct of φ. In this case, the algorithm
for rpψpV q, φpV q,Bq behaves as follows. It queries countpφ,AˆBq to determine
|φpAˆBq|; it outputs |B||V | if |φpAˆBq| is equal to p|A| ¨ |B|q|V | (the maximum
count possible there), and outputs 0 otherwise. We prove that this is correct by
showing that |φpAˆBq| is the maximum count if and only if B |ù ψ.
For the backwards direction, suppose that B |ù ψ, and denote ψ by pA, V q.
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Then, there is a homomorphism from A to B, and hence there is a homomor-
phism from A to A ˆ B. It follows that for any assignment f : V Ñ V , one
has A ˆ B, f |ù ψpV q. For the forwards direction, suppose that |φpA ˆ Bq|
is the maximum count. Let i1 : V Ñ A ˆ B be any map such that for each
v P V , the value i1pvq has the form pipvq, jpvqq where j : V Ñ B is a map. We
have that AˆB, i1 ­|ù φpV q. It follows that there is a disjunct θ of φ such that
A ˆB, i1 |ù θpV q. It follows that A, i |ù θpV q and B, j |ù θpV q. By the claim
established above, we have that θ “ ψ. Then, it holds that B, j |ù ψ, and we
are done. l
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